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InnerSelf's Daily Inspiration: March 20, 2024
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Feeling Like Something Is Off? Are Your Basic Needs Being Met?
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Oats: The Superfood You Might Be Underestimating
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The Hidden Dangers of Toxic Stress and How to Fight Back
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Astrological Overview and Horoscope: March 18-24, 2024
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PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT








Astrological Overview and Horoscope: March 18-24, 2024 



This weekly astrological journal is based on planetary influences, and offers perspectives and insights to assist you in making the best use of current energies. This column is not intended as... 










Letting Go of Our Stories: The Gateway to Peace 



If there’s one phrase in the English language that has both befuddled and enraged people for generations, it’s let it go. It infuriates us because despite our deep longing to do such a thing,... 










Healing Our Minds and Our Broken Hearts 



Imagination may, of course, add great beauty, hope, and inspiration to cultures. But, a mental mode of living, which distorts or oppresses the core values of the social brain, may sadly corrupt... 











LIVING IN HARMONY








Seeking Reality: The Role of Philosophy in Explaining Consciousness 



The mystery of consciousness shows there may be a limit to what science alone can achieve...











Wash Smarter, Not Harder: Tips for Clothing Longevity 



What washing machine settings can I use to make my clothes last longer?











Understanding Cognitive Health Through Speech Dynamics 



Slowed speech may indicate cognitive decline more accurately than forgetting words












SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS








Russia's Growing Advantage in the Ukraine War: What It Means for the Future 



The ongoing war in Ukraine is not featuring as prominently in western news media these days as it was earlier in the war, because it has been overshadowed by the unfolding human tragedy of the war... 










How the Matthew Principle Shapes Our Economy and Society 



You've probably heard the saying "the rich get richer" before. But have you ever stopped to wonder why that tends to happen? 











From $10 to $100: The Soaring Costs of Asthma Meds in the US 



Asthma meds have become shockingly unaffordable − but relief may be on the way



























Letting Go of Our Stories: The Gateway to Peace 



If there’s one phrase in the English language that has both befuddled and enraged people for generations, it’s let it go. It infuriates us because despite our deep longing to do such a thing,... 










Healing Our Minds and Our Broken Hearts 



Imagination may, of course, add great beauty, hope, and inspiration to cultures. But, a mental mode of living, which distorts or oppresses the core values of the social brain, may sadly corrupt... 










Beat the Clock: Lifestyle Changes for a Longer Life 



The saying "you are what you eat" has a deeper meaning when considering how our daily habits affect our overall health and how long we live. 











Wandering Without Whining: How to Keep Kids Engaged When Traveling 



For a while after my family returned from a year of travel around the world, it seemed we had ruined sightseeing for my children.











Seeking Reality: The Role of Philosophy in Explaining Consciousness 



The mystery of consciousness shows there may be a limit to what science alone can achieve...











InnerSelf's Daily Inspiration: March 15-16-17, 2024 



The Daily Inspiration is a short message to help set the tone for the day. It is linked to a longer article for additional insights and inspiration.











How Dune Shaped the Future of Environmental Movements and Ecology 



How ‘Dune’ became a beacon for the fledgling environmental movement − and a rallying cry for the new science of ecology...
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America's Ballooning Debt: Reckoning with Trillions

For decades, America's national debt has grown steadily, almost silently, in the background of society. But in early 2023, that…










Navigating Life's Highs and Lows with Grace

Ever heard the saying "3 steps forward and two steps back"? Of course you have! Well there's more than that. All universal activity,…










The Corporate Ladder: Women's Quest for Equality and Success

Women want to climb the corporate ladder — but not at any price










Unveiling Biden's Bold Vision for America in His State of the Union Address

State of the Union: Biden hits back at critics as he warns of threats to democracy at home and overseas.










Choosing the Right Underwear for Your Health

Boxers, briefs and bacterial vaginosis: how your underwear can affect your health










The Hidden Health Hazards of Trendy Fashion Choices

From fast fashion to excessive earrings, these trends might be harmful to your health










How the Matthew Principle Shapes Our Economy and Society

You've probably heard the saying "the rich get richer" before. But have you ever stopped to wonder why that tends to happen?










Mindfulness and Beyond: Exploring Zen Buddhism's Teachings

Zen Buddhism presents a path of enlightenment that digs deep into the art of mindfulness, compassion, and a profound bond with the…
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America's Ballooning Debt: Reckoning with Trillions

For decades, America's national debt has grown steadily, almost silently, in the background of society. But in early 2023, that…










Navigating Life's Highs and Lows with Grace

Ever heard the saying "3 steps forward and two steps back"? Of course you have! Well there's more than that. All universal activity,…










Unveiling Biden's Bold Vision for America in His State of the Union Address

State of the Union: Biden hits back at critics as he warns of threats to democracy at home and overseas.










Astrological Overview and Horoscope: March 11 - 17, 2024

This weekly astrological journal is based on planetary influences, and offers perspectives and insights to assist you in making the best…










How the Matthew Principle Shapes Our Economy and Society

You've probably heard the saying "the rich get richer" before. But have you ever stopped to wonder why that tends to happen?










Mindfulness and Beyond: Exploring Zen Buddhism's Teachings

Zen Buddhism presents a path of enlightenment that digs deep into the art of mindfulness, compassion, and a profound bond with the…










Beat the Clock: Lifestyle Changes for a Longer Life

The saying "you are what you eat" has a deeper meaning when considering how our daily habits affect our overall health and how long we live.










Astrological Overview and Horoscope: March 18-24, 2024

This weekly astrological journal is based on planetary influences, and offers perspectives and insights to assist you in making the best…
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